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G enetic relationships between calving date, calving interval, age
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Abstract

In this paper the genetic relationships between major reproductive traits in beef cattle (Calving Date, Calving Interval and
Age at First Calving) and type traits have been estimated to evaluate the usefulness of type classification in predicting
reproductive performance in beef cattle. We estimated favourable genetic correlations between Calving Interval and type
traits ranging from2 0.027 to2 0.297. However, type traits and Calving Date appear to be genetically independent and the
genetic relationships between Age at First Calving and type traits are, in general, non-favourable. Genetic correlations
between type traits and Calving Date ranged from 0.0 to –0.125. Genetic correlations between Age at First Calving and Final
Score, Body Depth and Tight Development were, respectively, 0.399, 0.445 and 0.447. Our results suggest that the
possibility of using type classification to construct an index to improve reproductive performance is little. The more reliable
possibility to build a possible selection index comprising type classification and reproductive performance would be based on
Age at First Calving. Type classification at first calving could help to increase the information to select dams to stay on the
farm in subsequent calvings on the basis of their expected performance.
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1 . Introduction omically important traits (Newman et al., 1992;
MacNeil et al., 1994) and only a dramatic decrease

Improvement in cattle has focused on productive in the market price for beef would affect the relative
traits. However, reproductive regularity as an in- weighting of reproductive traits in relation to growth
dicator of fertility dramatically affects cattle prod- and carcass traits (Phocas et al., 1998). Hence,
uctivity. In beef cattle, whatever the production fertility should be included as part of the breeding
system, breeding traits appear to be the most econ- goal, but the possibilities of actually using reproduc-

tive information as a selection tool for breeders are
limited. Some fertility indicators such as calving*Corresponding author. Tel.:134-985-195303; fax:134-985-
interval (CI) or age at first calving (AFC) are195310.
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indicators of fertility (Tonhati et al., 2000; Van der al., 1990) which is defined as the interval in days
Westhuizen et al., 2000). However, a long time between the first joining date for cows and sub-
interval is needed to record data, and traits to be sequent calving. However, Calving date is more
included in the breeding goal are not always the appropriate to analyse field data because of we do
same across different production systems. In addi- not need to record the first joining date. This is
tion, it is generally accepted that heritability of especially useful in semi-extensive or extensive
reproductive traits is very low, ranging between 0.03 systems, such as Asturiana de los Valles productive
and 0.05 (Freeman, 1984). Thus, reproductive traits system, which are dependent on natural pastures. In
are not usually included in selection indices and their addition, CD can be a better measure of fertility in
improvement is carried out by adjustment of man- beef cattle than CI because of its clearer economic
agement practices. However, Koots et al. (1994a) significance and higher heritability (Bourdon and
reported that mean heritabilities of reproductive traits Brinks, 1983; Rust and Groeneveld, 2001). Heavier
in beef cattle are higher than in dairy cattle. It would weaning weights are associated with earlier CD.
lead to use this higher genetic variability including Earlier calving dams tend to be more efficient
reproductive merit in beef cattle genetic improve- because a greater proportion of their annual cycle is
ment schemes. spent in a lactating mode, diluting maintenance costs

No completely satisfactory measure of reproduc- as a fraction of the total costs (Marshall et al., 1990).
tion has been found. Reproductive recording is Additionally, CD is a less biased method for evaluat-
affected by the age structure of the herds and the ing reproductive performance than CI, especially
prevailing environmental and management condi- when cows are mated during a restricted breeding
tions (Rust and Groeneveld, 2001). Additionally, season (Bourdon and Brinks, 1983; MacGregor and
reproductive performance is a complex trait that has Casey, 1999).
many components. It is possible to separate the Since cattle breeders have long held the belief that
female ‘reproductive complex’ into subsets that are type traits are good indirect indicators of cattle
both relatively easy to measure and have higher performance, morphological assessment is a common
heritabilities to be used in genetic improvement. CI activity in most cattle improvement programs. In
has traditionally been the predominant measure of dairy cattle, the scientific literature has paid a great
reproduction during the productive life of the animal, deal of attention to type traits because of their
particularly in dairy cattle (Rege and Famula, 1993). influence on productive or longevity traits (Meyer et
However, CI might not be the most desirable mea- al., 1987; Brotherstone, 1994; Vukasinovic et al.,
sure of fertility to include in a breeding objective in 1997; Larroque and Ducrocq, 1999). However, there
beef cattle. Cows with a shorter CI are often those is little information on the use of type traits in beef
whose first calves were born late. Selecting these cattle. Type classification is difficult to carry out in
animals or their offspring could result in indirect beef cattle because of the usually extensive manage-
selection for a later age at puberty (Bourdon and ment conditions. Additionally, linear classification
Brinks, 1983). There seems to be a high correlation system is not widely used in beef cattle. The non-
between the AFC and the age at subsequent calvings, linear type classifications score the deviation (posi-
as well as between the age at calving and the interval tive or negative) from an ‘optimum’, measuring less
between subsequent calvings. In consequence, it phenotypic and genetic variation. Traits at the ex-
would not be possible to compensate late first tremes of the biological (anatomical) observed vari-
calving with short intervals between successive ability could show the same low score, thus inducing
calvings (Michaux et al., 1987). Bourdon and Brinks a loss of biological relationships between traits
(1983) have proposed the use of the calving date (Vukasinovic et al., 1997; Goyache et al., 2001;

´(CD) as a better measure of fertility in beef cattle. Gutierrez and Goyache, 2002). Recently, we esti-
These authors, and other later (see Ponzoni, 1992), mated genetic parameters of type traits in the As-

´have defined CD as the day number in which the turiana de los Valles beef cattle breed (Gutierrez and
cow calved within the calving season. CD is con- Goyache, 2002). In order to evaluate the usefulness
ceptually the same than Days-to-calving (Meyer et of the type assessment system, we propose to
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ascertain the genetic correlations between type traits from classified dams or from dams appearing in
and reproductive traits. Type classification could be pedigree information on classified dams. The As-
justified in beef cattle if moderate genetic correla- turiana de los Valles breed is exploited mainly under
tions were found between type and reproductive a veal production system. Farms are dependent on
traits and the former were found to be useful as early the use of season-dependent range pastures. Calvings
predictors of reproductive performance. are concentrated mostly in spring (two thirds),

The aim of this paper is to estimate the genetic basically from March to May, and to a lesser extent
relationships between major reproductive traits in in autumn (a third), essentially in September–Oc-
beef cattle (calving date, calving interval and age at tober. Consequently, two calving seasons were de-
first calving) and type traits using a sample of data fined: from January 1st to June 30th and from July
from the Asturiana de los Valles breed to evaluate the 1st to December 31st. CD was calculated as the
usefulness of type classification in predicting re- deviation of the actual calving date from April 1st
productive performance in beef cattle. for the first calving season or October 1st for the

second calving season. When more than one calving
date was available from a dam, CI was calculated.

2 . Material and methods Following previous studies we admitted CI records
ranging from 290 days to 630 days (Goyache et al.,

´The Asturiana de los Valles classification system 1995; Goyache and Gutierrez, 2001). When the
involves 11 different type traits and a Final Score calculated CI was outside this range all the sub-
(FS). A detailed description of the morphological sequent CI records from these dams were deleted.
assessment system and a discussion of the genetic When a dam began its reproductive career in a given
parameters affecting the different type traits can be calving season, its corresponding CDs were calcu-

´found in Gutierrez and Goyache (2002). We propose lated with respect to the reference date of this
to ascertain the genetic correlations among type traits calving season regardless of the subsequent actual
showing the highest heritability or easier biological calving dates. When a dam calved outside the calving
interpretation and reproductive traits. Six single type season but within the admitted CI range CD record
traits and FS were selected for the current analysis: was calculated with respect to the reference date of
Breed characteristics (BC), scoring the animal’s the calving season in the year in which calving was
conformity to the breed standard; Size (S), scoring expected to happen. Animals showing ambiguous
the animal’s skeletal development; Body Depth identification were removed from the database. Re-
(BD), scoring the chest and belly depth; Thigh cords of herds with less than six assessed animals in
Development (TD), scoring the degree of develop- the data set were deleted to optimise computing
ment of the muscular masses of the thigh; Legs Line resources. Finally, the analysed database included
(LL), scoring the adjustment to right angles of the 5081 classification records, 10 196 CD records, 2007
fore and hind legs; and Udder Development (UD), CI records and 2533 AFC records. Pedigree in-
scoring udder size. In a similar way as reported by formation of classified animals included 2425 addi-
Vukasinovic et al. (1997) in Brown Swiss cattle, type tional animals. Thus, 8293 animals were involved in
traits are scored as a distance from the ‘optimum’ for the estimation of genetic parameters. Artificial in-
each trait according the age of the assessed animal. semination is widely used in Asturiana de los Valles

´Traits are scored numerically on a desirability scale breed (Gutierrez et al., 1997) generating close ge-
from sufficient (5) to excellent (9). The available netic connections between herds. Further description
data was comprised of type records of pedigree of the available databases can be found in Table 1.
animals of the Asturiana de los Valles beef cattle Genetic parameters were estimated via a multi-
breed obtained from 1993 to 1998 by four Asturiana variate REML procedure applied to a mixed linear
de los Valles Breeders Association’s (ASEAVA) model including the animal additive genetic effect
expert classifiers within the Principado de Asturias’ (u) considered as a random variable (u |N(0, As2u).
Regional Cattle Improvement Program. Initial analysis showed that fitting a permanent

Additionally, calving dates were also obtained environment effect did not have a statistically signifi-
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Table 1
Description of the available databases

Type traits Calving date Calving interval Age at first calving

No. of records 5081 10196 2007 2533
No. of dams 5081 5233 1574 2533
No. of dams at first calving 1863 2497 691 2533
No. of progeny groups 19 17 13 23
No. of dams in progeny groups 1027 673 650 963

Progeny groups were defined as the number of Artificial Insemination sires having 20 or more daughters producing data.

cant contribution and was therefore dropped from the and 0.235, respectively. These values are in close
final model. All runs were carried out using the agreement with those previously reported for the
REML VCE 4.2.5 package (Groeneveld, 1998). The same traits in the same breed of 0.12 and 0.27,
fitted model included the following as fixed effects: respectively, analysing a different database (Goyache

´ ´for type traits (Gutierrez and Goyache, 2002): herd, and Gutierrez, 2001). The heritability of CD was
classifier-year-season (considering the two seasons 0.21. This parameter was estimated for the first time
described above), stage of lactation of the dam at in the Asturiana de los Valles breed. According with
classification (lactating and dry), and age of the literature (Koots et al., 1994a; Rust and Groeneveld,
animal at classification (five levels: less than 2 years 2001), CD heritability was higher than for CI.
old, 3 years, 4 years, from 5 to 9 years old and older Higher heritability estimates for CD (around 0.40)
than 9 years). for reproductive traits: herd, year of can be obtained if a penalty score for CD (computed
calving, calving season, sex of calf and age of dam by adding 21 days to the highest calving date value
as a covariate. in a year) is given to those dams that did not calve

during a particular year (Buddenberg et al., 1990;
Van der Westhuizen et al., 2000). Nevertheless, in

3 . Results and discussion the present study a more restrictive approach was
preferred.

Means, standard deviations and heritabilities for Heritability estimates for CI and AFC in the
type traits, CD, CI and AFC are presented in Table 2. present study are higher than those usually found in
Heritabilities of type traits are consistent with those the literature. However, they are in close agreement

´previously reported for the same breed (Gutierrez with other estimations for these traits in the same
´and Goyache, 2002), ranging between 0.03 (LL) and breed (Goyache and Gutierrez, 2001). Asturiana de

0.33 (BC). Heritabilities of CI and AFC were 0.125 los Valles breed had a high genetic variability for

Table 2
Description and heritabilities of reproductive and type traits analysed

2Trait Abbreviation Score Mean S.D. h S.E.

5 9

Breed characteristics BC Sufficient Excellent 7.43 0.93 0.334 0.015
Size S Small Large 7.28 0.74 0.301 0.019
Body depth BD Shallow Deep 7.54 0.63 0.204 0.017
Thigh development TD Thin Muscled 7.45 0.66 0.197 0.021
Legs line LL Odd Regular 7.45 0.68 0.032 0.009
Udder development UD Small Large 6.88 0.76 0.135 0.018
Final score FS 73.49 4.42 0.251 0.016
Calving date (days) CD 12.27 91.54 0.209 0.015
Calving interval (days) CI 488.03 177.81 0.125 0.020
Age at first calving (days) AFC 1063.48 223.91 0.235 0.018
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most productive and reproductive traits we analysed time that bulls were not available to the cow, these
´ ´(Gutierrez et al., 1997; Goyache and Gutierrez, 2001, authors found genetic correlations with CD from

Goyache et al., 2002). In their review of the litera- 0.20 to 0.25. Estimates of genetic correlation be-
ture, Koots et al. (1994a) calculated an average tween AFC and CI found in the literature are:
heritability for CI from four published papers of 0.01 frequently negative ranging from20.056 (Haile-
and 0.06 for multiparous cows and heifers, respec- Mariam and Kassa-Mersha, 1994), to20.22
tively. The same authors calculated average (Tonhati et al., 2000). These latter estimates were
heritabilities of 0.06 for AFC (from seven estimates) obtained in very rigorous management conditions. A
and 0.08 for CD (from ten estimates). Bourdon and environmental influence on these estimations cannot
Brinks (1983) estimated an AFC heritability of 0.07; be discarded. Less developed heifers at first calving
Pryce et al. (2000) calculated a CI heritability of would tend to have more problems to begin cycling

ˆ0.022 in British Holstein; Dadati et al. (1986), 0.04 the subsequent mating period. Braga Lobo (1998)
´in Canadian Holstein; Lopez de Torre and Brinks found a high positive phenotypic correlation between

(1990) obtained heritabilities of 0.02 for CI and 0.16 AFC and CI (0.43), while genetic correlation was
for CD in Retinta cattle; Haile-Mariam and Kassa- low positive (0.10). In our context, AFC appears to
Mersha (1994) obtained heritabilities of 0.04 and be a crucial trait in the reproductive life of the dam.
0.07 for AFC and CI, respectively, in Boran cattle Selection for a shorter AFC would lead to an

ˆexploited in tropical conditions; Braga Lobo (1998) improvement of CI performance without affecting
estimated a heritability of 0.1460.01 and 0.2960.09 CD to a greater extent.
for CI and AFC, respectively, in zebu cows. Tonhati Genetic correlations between reproductive and
et al. (2000) calculated heritabilities of 0.10 and 0.20 type traits ranged from20.297 to 0.447. The genetic
for the same traits in Brazilian buffaloes. correlations between LL and reproductive traits are

Table 3 shows the genetic correlations between no different from zero. This can be associated to the
reproductive and type traits. The genetic correlations very low heritability of LL. The three reproductive
between reproductive traits were moderate and have traits considered present large differences in their
the same sign as phenotypically observable patterns genetic relationship with type traits. In general, CD
(Bourdon and Brinks, 1983; MacGregor and Casey, exhibits very low genetic correlations with type
1999): negative between CD and CI (20.285) and traits, presenting estimates close to zero. However,
between CD and AFC (20.085), and positive be- the genetic correlation between CD and S, BD, UD
tween CI and AFC (0.233). Dams calving earlier and FS seems to be favourable; thus, a good type
tend to lengthen the subsequent CI. Michaux et al. classification would lead to early calvings. The
(1987) reported that a delay in first calving lengthens genetic correlations between CI and type traits are
subsequent CIs. The genetic correlation between CD moderate and lower (more favourable) than those
and CI, and between CD and AFC were of the same obtained for CD, except for UD. Genetic correlations
sign as reported by Koots et al. (1994b) in their between CI and BC, S and FS are lower than20.20.

´review of the literature. Lopez de Torre and Brinks CI would be a better candidate trait than CD to build
(1990) found a genetic correlation between CD and an index including reproductive regularity and type
CI of 0.06. However, when CI was adjusted for the traits. However, our results may be affected by

Table 3
Genetic correlations and standard errors (below) between calving date, calving interval, age at first calving and type traits

CI AFC BC S BD TD LL UD FS

CD 20.285 20.085 20.023 20.096 20.072 0.000 20.001 20.125 20.111
0.049 0.024 0.026 0.031 0.031 0.034 0.081 0.050 0.023

CI 0.233 20.297 20.206 20.165 20.027 20.072 20.068 20.287
0.078 0.056 0.060 0.080 0.086 0.155 0.052 0.084

AFC 0.238 0.080 0.445 0.447 0.100 20.142 0.399
0.032 0.040 0.051 0.067 0.134 0.064 0.042
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farmers’ selection. This possibility has been high- calving would present higher skeletal and muscular
lighted before in dairy cattle (Pryce et al., 2000). CI development (BD, TD), producing a good general
needs at least two calving dates to calculate a single aspect of the female (BC) and leading to better type
score. Cows with regular reproductive performance classifications.
have more opportunities to stay on farms. It may be There are not many references with respect to the
that farmers select animals with the best conforma- relationships between type traits and reproductive
tion amongst those showing the better reproductive performance. Pryce et al. (2000) obtained unfavour-
performance. Thus, CI data could have been obtained able genetic correlations between CI and Stature and
mostly from well-conformed/regular dams. Pryce et Body Depth of 0.33 and 0.26, respectively, in British
al. (2000), commenting on this topic in Holstein Holstein. Thus, taller and deeper cows would have a
cattle suggest that farmers’ selection would only be longer CI. These authors do not discard the possi-
likely to affect phenotypic correlations. However, it bility of the existence of a more favourable treatment
has been shown that selection not only produces of farmers to taller and deeper cows, giving them
changes in the genetic variance of the trait directly more opportunities to conceive. In Asturiana de los
selected, but genetic variances of and covariances Valles cattle, animals showing the best skeletal
between other correlated traits can be also affected development (S, BD) would have shorter CI and
(Villanueva and Kennedy, 1990; Phocas and Col- early CD. The Asturiana de los Valles breed is
leau, 1996). Nevertheless, available databases in- exploited mostly in mountain and semi-extensive
cluded a substantial proportion of first calver cows. conditions (Goyache et al., 1995, 2000). The ‘larger’
The structure of our data suggests (see Table 1) that animals could be in better position to compete with
the possible bias of our results, if being, does not other animals for limited food. Dadati et al. (1986)
seem to be substantial and can be compared with found that chest floor and capacity (subjectively
those affecting other scientific papers (Pryce et al., assessed) were favourably related to CI in Canadian
2000). Holsteins. Hence, ‘stronger’ cows would have a

CD scores were obtained from a larger sample of shorter CI.
dams, including discarded dams’ performance. It is UD presents negative (favourable) genetic correla-
likely that the genetic correlations found between tions with the three considered reproductive traits
type traits and CD are less affected by management ranging from20.06860.052 for CI to
practices. Differences found in genetic correlations 20.14260.064 for AFC. Dadati et al. (1986) found
between BC and CD (20.023) and CI (20.297) can a genetic correlation in Canadian Holstein between
support this line of thought. BC is, in fact, an index the Mammary system and CI of20.26. Other udder
that scores the animal’s conformity to the breed traits analysed by these authors also demonstrated a
standard. Virtually, BC is not genetically correlated favourable genetic correlation with CI. However,
with CD, whereas it does present a moderate and Dairy character and Dairyness presented unfavour-
favourable genetic correlation with CI. Since the able genetic correlations with CI of 0.38 and 0.43
preservation of breed characteristics is an important respectively. Dadati et al. (1986) assumed that these
goal for Asturiana de los Valles breeders (Goyache genetic correlations were primarily influenced by

´and Gutierrez, 2001), an important selective pressure milk production. Dairy character and Dairyness
for this trait and other conformation traits cannot be would be highly genetically correlated with milk
discarded. production and longer open periods, while higher

In contrast with CD and CI, AFC presents the scores for udder traits would be associated with
highest genetic correlations with type traits. Except shorter CI. Higher producing cows exhibiting lower
for UD, a good type classification would lead to a udder traits scores would have longer CI. Pryce et al.
delay in AFC. Genetic correlations between AFC (2000) found a genetic correlation between CI and
and most type traits are positive and higher than 0.2 udder depth of20.13 in British Holstein. In the
(BC) and 0.3 (BD, TD and FS). In accordance with current analysis, UD scores the udder size at classifi-
these results, the deeper-well muscled heifers would cation. This would be expected to be associated with
have the larger AFCs. Shorter AFC affects dams’ a higher milk production. Cows with more developed
size and development. Thus, the older animals at first and deeper udders are supposed to calve earlier for a
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first time and to maintain this trend in subsequent selection index comprising type classification and
calvings. The results obtained in the present paper reproductive performance would be based on AFC.
suggest the possibility of testing a possible genetic Type classification at first calving could help to
relationship between reproductive traits and the increase the information to select dams to stay on the
maternal component of preweaning growth traits. farm in subsequent calvings on the basis of their

expected performance.
However, a linear classification system would be

4 . Conclusions expected to be more useful than the current one
´(Gutierrez and Goyache, 2002). The analysed traits

The genetic variability found in general for the score the deviation (positive or negative) from an
analysed reproductive traits would justify the inclu- ‘optimum’, measuring less phenotypic and genetic
sion of some measure of fertility in the beef cattle variation. Traits at the extremes of the observed
breeding objective. Although the analysed data was biological (anatomical) variability could show the
not obtained from a management system presenting same low score, thus inducing a loss of biological
absolutely restricted breeding seasons, CD presented relationships between traits (Vukasinovic et al.,
larger genetic variability than CI. In addition, CD 1997). The genetic correlations between type traits
exhibited favourable genetic correlations with major and CI estimated in this paper are, in general, lower
growth traits, is a less biased trait and exhibits less than those obtained using a linear classification
phenotypic variability than CI. CD would hence be a system (Pryce et al., 2000). Taking all this into
more interesting trait than CI to include in a breeding account, the re-consideration of the type classifica-
objective, as highlighted in the literature (Bourdon tion system used in the Asturiana de los Valles beef

´and Brinks, 1983; Buddenberg et al., 1990; Lopez de cattle breed, advocating the implementation of a
Torre and Brinks, 1990; Marshall et al., 1990; linear-type traits assessment system, could be rec-
MacGregor and Casey, 1999; Van der Westhuizen et ommended (Goyache et al., 2001).
al., 2000). Moreover, CI is only available after the
cow has calved for a second time. This limits its use
in selective breeding, which requires early infor- A cknowledgements
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